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Background
Oxford + Bond is a Design Communications agency created to help small and midsize businesses define and achieve
marketing success through a wide range of strategic and tactical services. For some of our clients, we operate as a
production arm, helping them create sales support materials or advertising on-demand for specific events, product
launches, and other initiatives. For others, we operate as a stand-in marketing department, helping set strategy as well
as execute tactical components to ensure it comes to life effectively.
With over 20 years of advertising agency experience, operating within wide-ranging industries from financial services
and medical devices to industrial products and innovation consultancies, we have seen how clients’ needs vary drastically both from sector to sector and within the same business segments. Our goal is to help clients cultivate their most
beneficial and clear marketing messages, a workable and effective cadence of content delivery, and a unique and
immersive identity.

Core Marketing Services
// Graphic Design + Visual Marketing Identity
// Website Development + Online Brand Building
// Content Development + Digital Brand Storytelling
// Advertising Development + Placement
// Marketing Strategic Planning + Execution

#GoDareDo

[

// Brochures
// Websites + Landing Pages
// Social Media Planning + Execution
// Catalog Development (Online + Off)
// Sell Sheets
// Trade Show Support
// SEO
// SEM

]

Atlanta Academy: Website

Atlanta Academy: Event Micro-Website
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American Fueling Systems: Website

Invenio: Website
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The Holly O’Team: Website

CircleK Atlanta: Website

#GoDareDo

Logo Creation

Logo Evolution & Product Family Identity

Original
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New

Sell Sheets

From Invenio HealthCare

The Right Tools For Faster O.R. Turnaround

At Invenio, we’ve re-imagined how protection, efficiency and speed can be achieved when turning an Operating Room from one
procedure to the next. Our Clean Operating Room Environment (CORE) Room Turnaround Kits include components specifically
designed to minimize cross-contamination risks, increase ease of use and allow your transition team to easily drive down
turnaround times. Whatever the procedure, each kit is easily customized to your specific needs.

Better System. Better Revenue.

We’ve built our system around the three critical components that drive success in room turnaround
processes, helping you facilitate more procedures and drive better revenue through O.R. utilization.
Our customized kits enable transition teams to turn and prepare the room for every procedure with
maximum efficiency while providing the highest level of protection for equipment, patients, and staff,
all customized to meet the unique needs of your facility and applications.

PROTECTION
Our products provide the ultimate in protection for staff, equipment, and patients.
From our super-absorbent impervious table covers, featuring HydraGuard®
technology to our innovative no-stitch seams and low-linting linens and mops,
we are helping to ensure each turnaround meets your clinical needs.

EFFICIENCY
Invenio’s CORE system helps make already efficient room turnaround
processes even more efficient with easily organized ‘go-to’ products
designed for effective performance.

SPEED
Each kit is packaged and designed to increase efficiency and decrease time
needed to complete a room turnaround. Components are specifically folded
and stacked to facilitate ease of use.

The Promise of Discovery. For a Better Tomorrow.

© Copyright 2016, Invenio HealthCare. All Rights Reserved.

GrindX

®

Mobile Grinding Solutions
on Land or Ship

LAND

+ Up to 60 tons/hour of clinker grinding capacity

WATER

+ Reliable German Engineering

+ Low Investment Costs

+ Uses proven HPGR technology

+ Easy to import and store clinker

+ Only grinding system that works on a floating platform

+ Quick installation / De-installation

CEM I
CEM I
CEM II
CEM III
Slag

Clinker
%
95
95
75
35

Gypsum
%
5
5
5
5

Slag
%

Limestone
%

20
60
100

Blaine
cm2/g
3200
4000
4000
4200
4200

Capacity
t/h
60
40
60
40
40

GrindX with KHD Roller Press

Global Excellence Requires Nonstop Innovation
Revolutionize the way you trade cement with GrindX®. Whether on land or ship, GrindX® gives you
the flexibility to respond quickly to changing market demands and capitalize on the benefits of importing clinker. Supported by KHD’s proven Roller Press and Separator technology, GrindX® is the only system
that works on a floating platform and produces a final cut comparable to that of a traditional ball mill.
For almost 160 years, in every corner of the globe, KHD has helped transform the cement industry in ways
both large and small. Contact one of our Xpert®s and ask us how GrindX® can transform your business:
* oral.tueresay@khd.com | michael.nielsen@khd.com

get more out of your plant.

#GoDareDo

To get more out of your plant, visit www.khd.com

Advertising

Reducing Risks of Post-Implant Infections Starts with

Aseptic Technique

At Invenio, we understand the importance of aseptic technique and its role in dental implants.
Infections are the leading cause of implant failure. The use of aseptic technique minimizes the risk of
a post-implant infection, improving patient outcomes, and eliminating costly “re-dos.”

CLEAN
TECHNOLOGIES
Banff, Canada

To learn how our Dental Implant Kits can help reduce risks for you, contact one of our local Atlanta
Dental Representatives.

Just one of the many environmental
neighbors of KHD Humboldt Wedag

STANDARD PACKS
DESCRIPTION

KHD Clean Technologies Are
Driving Better Production
And A Healthier Environment
For 160 years, KHD technologies have changed the way
cement is manufactured, deploying real-world solutions
to ensure that surrounding environments remain
untouched and vistas like this intact.
From leaps made in energy-efficient pre-heater towers and modular
grinding systems to increasing the ability for burners and calciners to
utilize alternative fuels, KHD is continually creating new opportunities
to move the industry forward in harmony with the environment.

Learn more at www.khd.com

#GoDareDo

For a Better Tomorrow.

+1 877-477-3340

Case Qty

Salvin Code

Case Qty

Peri-Minor Surgery Pack

608-014

10

Pack 1034

10

Basic Implant Pack

608-011

6

Pack 1033

6

| Atlanta, GA USA

Invenio Code

Brochures

Surgical Gowns

What makes ComfortGuard® gowns so much better
for surgeons and surgical staff?
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getting in.

provide all the protection needed, paired with comfort and fit
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that hours of surgery demands. For every clinician and for each
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procedure performed, Invenio ComfortGuard Surgical Gowns
®

BECAUSE EVERY CUT IS IMPORTANT
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Standard Protection

Invenio’s ComfortGuard® Surgical Gowns have considered every element of the surgical gown as an opportunity
to improve performance. From the unique formation of our fibers to the innovative design of our sleeves, we
have built our gowns from the ground up with the challenges of different surgical procedures in mind.

Invenio ComfortGuard i500
Surgical Gown with Inset Sleeves

Rear Pleats

to improve performance. From the unique formation of our fibers to the innovative design of our sleeves, we

Surgical Gown with Inset Sleeves

THIS IS IT.
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comfort.
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Full-Range Sleeves

Raglan or Set-In design gives full range of motion
in any position.

K
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lower-body protection. Extra long
Velcro creates a more customized
fit around the neckline. Extra soft,
extended cuffs enhance comfort.
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stay quiet.
Excellent breathability
created
by advanced fabric technologies
and innovative design, utilizing a
lightweight, highly breathable coolback panel to maximize comfort.
Soft fabrics feel comfortable and
stay quiet.

Surgical Gown with Inset Sleeves
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have built our gowns from the ground up with the challenges of different surgical procedures in mind.
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Excellent barrier and strength
properties help protect
clinicians from bodily fluids. Low
flammability and low lint help
eliminate one source of postoperative patient complications.

Invenio ComfortGuard i500
Surgical Gown with Inset Sleeves
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Invenio ComfortGuard i500
Surgical Gown with Inset Sleeves
Invenio ComfortGuard i500
Surgical Gown with Inset Sleeves
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Cool Back Panel

have built our gowns from the ground up with the challenges of different surgical procedures in mind.

ComfortGuard® i500 and i400 surgical gowns provide excellent protection and comfort for
any procedure with moderate to high level of fluid exposure. i500 is the most utilized gown
Invenio ComfortGuard i500
because of its flexibility for use
across a wide range of procedures.

Intuitive pleat placement enhances
gown fit and range of motion.
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ComfortGuard® i600 surgical gowns are the new standard in providing the optimal combination of protection, fit and comfort for the most demanding procedures. i600 gowns are able
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ComfortGuard® i600 surgical gowns are the new standard in providing the optimal combina-

to provide this exceptional combination by leveraging a unique monolithic film that provides
protection from fluids while still providing a breathability to keep clinicians cool. The i600 gown
series also offers a unique comfort-back with pleats that helps enhance comfort and fit.

Highest Protection

Breathable Protection
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Each of our gown lines provides exceptional barrier protection, a low-bulk fit with intuitive pleat placement for articulated,
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What’s in a name? Invenio’s ComfortGuard Surgical Gowns

procedure performed, Invenio ComfortGuard Surgical Gowns

THE BEST PROTECTION AND FIT.
THE BEST PRICE POINT.

What makes ComfortGuard® gowns
so
much better
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Triple-density materials transfer heat out
for surgeons and surgical
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After approving your customized Financial Plan, Johns Creek
Financial begins the Implementation phase of our Legacy Coaching
Process . Together with your chosen professionals – accountants,
lawyers, and bankers – we work to integrate your financial
investments into an organized, seamless financial landscape. From
gathering current financial records to compiling appropriate legal
documents and assessing tax considerations, this phase is dedicated

™

general stock market.wealth management. Before considering any other part of the wealth
management process, we must address the method we will use to

+ How much can I take out?

No Requirement
to Sell
Products
grow your
assets.Proprietary
We create a portfolio
designed to your specific

+ Will it last my lifetime?
Unlike financial planners
with comfort
banks, insurance
various
needs,affiliated
such as your
level withcompanies
investmentorrisk,
yourbrokerage
specific firms, NFP Advisor Services, LLC has no requirement to sell
+ Which
first?
proprietary products.
In addition
to the
knowledge
and experience
NFP these
Advisor Services, LLC
team,assets
due todo
theI use
power
of NFP Advisor Services,
investment
goals,
and
the timeframes
you have of
tothe
achieve

array of solutions based
on the client’
s unique and complex needs.
alternative
investments.

™

The final phase of our Legacy Coaching Process moves you to
a productive working relationship with predictable face-to-face
meetings and reliable self-inventory. It is technically not the end, but
the beginning of a long-term relationship with your family and our
firm. Our team provides you with the ongoing support you need to
help ensure your financial plan continues working for you. As lives
change and the financial landscape shifts, your plan must be fluid
and refined as needed. By operating at 75% capacity, we can meet as
frequently as needed and be responsive to your questions between
sessions when all eMoney revisions are discussed. Additionally
you have dedicated links to eMoney and Black Diamond portfolio
reporting. Plan and Portfolio review can take place in our office or
virtually online via Webex if you choose.

Based on your financial risk profile, we can use various strategies
to help you protect your wealth during your lifetime. Our wealth
solutions to help manage the risks in your life and create an

Our unique income distribution strategies will address all of these
questions and help position your assets to last throughout your
retirement years, supporting what truly matters most to you and

Fees for Plans
Rangelegacy
from
- $2,500
appropriate
upon$1,000
your passing.

your family.
No Annual Retainer
Fee

All direct charges will be documented to the client in writing after

Frequency of meetings to monitor progress towards plan objectives

determining plan complexity.

will be mutually agreed to by the client and the professionals at JCF

“

at theand
conclusion
of the implementation
phase.that
Typically
areand
Our guidance goes beyond asset allocation
is concerned
with solutions
helpthere
build

no annual retainer fees since recurring revenues received by our
Implementationmanage
Revenue
yourEarned
wealth long-term, rather than viewing your needs on a short-term transactional basis.
professionals offset costs of client reviews and customer service
requests.

• Advisors may be compensated for fixed insurance and fixed
is customarily a commission paid by the insurance or annuity
A Family Financial Practice That Puts Family First

company chosen.

He uses this knowledge to
assist clients in the creation
of dynamic investment
portfolios designed to
deal with lifestyle risk
and, at the desired time,
create sustainable income for financial independence. Also
a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER practitioner, he
is dedicated to making certain clients receive a clear and
calming picture of their financial future.

™

* Fewer than 7% o the 650,000+ individuals who call themselves financial
advisors hold the CFP® practitioner designation.

Phone: 770-889-8991
FAX: 770-888-2207
www.johnscreekfinancial.com

*NFP Advisor Services is a business segment of NFP Corp. that includes NFP
subsidiaries NFP Advisor Services, LLC (NFPAS), Member FINRA/SIPC and
NFP Indesuite, Inc.

Leslie Stoner

Office Manager
leslie@johnscreekfinancial.com
Leslie began working with
insurance and investments
in 2003, and rejoined JCF in
2015. She holds a Series 7
license (General Securities
Representative) and functions
as the investment coordinator
and customer service liaison
between clients, our brokerdealer NFP Advisor Services, LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC, and
other investment professionals.

CPA

joy@johnscreekfinancial.com
Joy received her Certified
Public Accountant
designation in 1985
and MBA in 1988. She
previously worked for a
Fortune 500 company
before joining Johns Creek
Financial in 2004. At JCF,
she is responsible for all
financial reporting/record keeping as well as for monitoring
our compliance requirements, including continuing
education programs.

A Family Financial Practice That Puts Family First

© Copyright 2015, Johns Creek Financial | 5400 Laurel Springs Pkwy, Suite 1302, Johns Creek, GA 30024-6056
NFP Advisor Services, LLC (NFPAS), does not provide legal or tax advice and is not a Certified Public Accounting firm. Certain Representatives of NFPAS may be
Certified Public Accountants and in their individual capacity provide accounting and tax services for which NFPAS is not responsible.

A Family Financial Practice That Puts Family First

5400 Laurel Springs Pkwy, Suite 1302
Johns Creek, GA 30024-6056

Joy Boling

+ How do I get income from my portfolio?

Fee Structure
protection methodology strives to detail the most appropriate

annuity products we recommend on your behalf. Compensation

* Fewer than 7% o the 650,000+ individuals who call themselves financial
advisors hold the CFP® practitioner designation.

+ When do I take money from my IRA’s?

Wealth Protection

• Fee charged for Assets Under Management ranges from 0.5% - 1%

mike@johnscreekfinancial.com
Michael Hyser has been in the financial services business for
over 20 years, beginning his career with Prudential in 1993.
In his role as the firm’s wealth accumulation and investment
distribution specialist, he stays up to date on all current
techniques and products
in the financial services
industry.

Eric Duncan began his financial
services practice in 1996 and
draws on over 45 years of
domestic and international
banking, financial management,
and consulting experience.
His principal responsibility is
developing and nurturing client
relationships.

™

LLC’s size and scale,goals.
our clients
access
to a variety
other
wealth management
professionals who can assist in the development of customized
Basedhave
on this
assessment,
weof
then
recommend
an appropriate
+ What do I do with my 401(k) and my pension?
plans. NFP Corp andmix
NFP
Services,stocks,
LLC’s relationships
withother
insurance
carriers and asset management companies allow us to choose from an
ofAdvisor
assets including
bonds, cash and
appropriate

Phase 4: Ongoing Reviews
(Coaching Sessions)

Michael R. Hyser
CFP®

eric@johnscreekfinancial.com

Using the firm’s Legacy Coaching Process , he helps clients
go beyond a basic return on investment to get to the heart
of their true financial goals. As part of this process, Duncan
takes into consideration wealth protection analysis and
implementation, as well as appropriate life, long-term care
and disability insurance alternatives. Duncan combines
his consultative talents with his industry knowledge and
experience as a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER
practitioner to help ensure JCF exceeds client expectations.

educational plans, allAcquiring
tax advantaged
retirement
plans, equity
index
annuities,
commodities,
world currencies,
and
other
products
notnest
correlated
towhat?
the
and effectively
managing
wealth
is the
first aspect
of
You worked
hard
to create
your
egg, now

“

Johns Creek Financial’s digital
toolboxes help you understand where
your money is and where it’s going at
all times.

on

24/7 on your individual webpage.

cti

Using the information gathering during discovery, Johns Creek
Financial builds an integrated Financial Plan that is designed for you.
Your Financial Plan is a fluid document, built to take quick action and
flexible for change as needed. Your personal Investment Directive is
used to guide the Wealth Management Strategies developed for you.
We utilize the state of the art eMoney planning software. All of your
information is stored on your personal website and can be viewed

E

new capabilities to help better serve our clients, as well as strategic alliances with other financial professionals to offer more comprehensive solutions.

Phase 3: ImplementationThat Puts Family FirstInvestment Open Architecture Approach
Through NFP Advisor Services, LLC we have access to some of the nation’s leading investment companies and offer a broad range of products and services,
(Making It Happen)
Accumulation
Distribution
including: SeparatelyWealth
managed accounts,
exchange traded funds, stocks, bonds, hedge funds, mutualWealth
funds, government
securities, variable annuities,

to putting your plan into action.

Phase 2: Financial Plan (Roadmap)

AR

™

LF

dedicated level of
service
from
NFP Advisor
Services, LLC.. We have access to leading-edge resources to help us research and analyze
plan
driven
byrepresentatives
your personalofgoals
and priorities.

A Family Financial Practice

The first phase in the Legacy Coaching Process is focused on
getting to know you. Much like a physician, we must listen and
understand your current situation and goals in order to make
appropriate recommendations. By reviewing what matters to you,
your family’s dangers, opportunities and strengths and evaluating
your risk tolerance, we bring clarity to your life goals. Upon
completion of the Discovery phase, you will receive a Value Creator
Letter, which outlines our commitment to you.
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We benefit fromLCP
NFPguides
Advisoryou
Services,
s relationships
with leadingfinancial
manufacturers of financial products and solutions who are committed to a
to anLLC’
integrated,
comprehensive

ONGOING
REVIEWS

IMPLEMENTATION

e

FINANCIAL
PLAN

Phase 1: Discovery (Getting It)

rot

DISCOVERY

Phase 4

Phase 3

HEALT
H

financial advisory system that helps connect all areas of

NFP Advisor
Services
Relationships
your financial
landscape.
Through a series of phases, the
Phase 2

Eric T. Duncan, Jr.
CFP®

We a l t h P

A system that keeps you and your
needs
always
at the
center
Founded in 1998,
NFP Corp.
is a leading
insurance
broker and consultant that provides employee benefits, property & casualty,

retirement, and individual insurance and wealth management solutions. NFP Advisor Services, LLC provides us access to a top-ten
The Legacy Coaching
Process as
(LCP)
is our
independent broker-dealer
by total revenue
ranked
by comprehensive
Investment Advisor Magazine – June 2013.
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The Johns Creek Financial Team
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The Legacy
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Coaching Process
Relationships, Approach, Products
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™

We have redefined traditional financial planning. Utilizing the Legacy Coaching Process , we help build, implement risk reduction
strategies, and distribute your assets based on your personal goals. By working closely with both our clients and their chosen
professionals – accountants, lawyers, and bankers – Johns Creek Financial brings experience, insight, and discipline to the financial
management process. This process will move at your set pace. In order to do our very best, you will be asked to provide all pertinent and
appropriate documents and your time – with our promise to communicate with you during each phase of the process.

A Family Financial Practice That Puts Family First

Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through NFP Advisor Services, LLC (NFPAS), member FINRA (www.finra.org)/SIPC (www.sipc.org). Johns Creek Financial is a
member of Fusion Advisor Network, a platform of NFPAS. Johns Creek Financial and NFPAS are not affiliated. NFPAS does not provide tax or legal advice.
This information is published for residents of the United States only. Registered Representatives and Investment Advisor Representatives of NFPAS may only conduct business with
residents of the states and jurisdictions in which they are properly registered. Therefore, a response to a request for information may be delayed. Not all products and services referenced
on this site are available in every state and through every representative or advisor listed. For additional information, please contact NFPAS Compliance Department at 512-697-6000.
The third party website references are provided for your information only. As they are provided by third parties, NFP Advisor Services, LLC (NFPAS) does not endorse, nor accept any
responsibility for the content. NFPAS does not independently verify this information, nor do we guarantee its accuracy or completeness.
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Proposals

W E L C O M E

Thank you for this wonderful opportunity to present our proﬁciency as
a unique and essential solution to your A&E requirements. We are conﬁdent that you will ﬁnd our level of experience, pricing, and dedication
to excellence to be a unique combination that positions us perfectly for
your needs.
IDI is honored for this opportunity to work with an esteemed company.
We feel as though this is a great ﬁt, not only in regards to the size and
the scope of the project, but also the symmetry between the two compa-

P R O J E C T
P R O P O S A L

nies. Similar to yours, Integrated Designs is a family owned company
that believes in putting the customer ﬁrst. We believe in going above
and beyond to ensure that our clients are satisﬁed with our level of service. In order to perform at our best we understand that you are only
strong as your weakest link and that a uniﬁed team effort produces the
best results. This is instilled in all of our employees by promoting a collaborative approach and holding each team member accountable. We
also like to inject a fun, light-hearted approach to help foster a positive
atmosphere to make Mondays a little less mundane.

April, 2016

This is all highlighted by the convenience of being neighbors in the
Cumberland community allowing an open line of communication and
in-person update meetings in your own backyard. Such proximity will
allow to streamline the process on each project and save time. We look
forward to the opportunity to work and collaborate with a respected
neighbor.

Danny Kay

P: 404-418-4846

E: danny@idiarchitects.com
W: idiarchitects.com

#GoDareDo

Danny Kay

Vice President

Process / Service Graphics
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Phase 2
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INV HealthCare
Graphics
4C
--151112

Quick-Turnaround Logo Development & Site Map Rendering

254,600 SF

Sound Stage Space

45,000 SF

Mill Space

102,000 SF

Class A Office Space

50,000 SF

Ancillary Space Connected to Sound Stages

21 Suites

Post Production & Recording Space

SOUTH CAMPUS

SOUND
STAGE 2

43,493 SF

4 RV Spaces / 9 Truck Spaces

SOUND
STAGE 8

43,493 SF

4 RV Spaces / 9 Truck Spaces

SOUND
STAGE 3

SOUND
STAGE 4

43,493 SF

4 RV Spaces / 9 Truck Spaces

SECURITY

THEATER
5,000 SF

11642 GA-142, Covington, GA 30014

#GoDareDo

CONTACT:

P: 770-415-1211

W: threeringstudios.com

HERC RENTALS, INC
12,803 SF

SOUND
STAGE 1

SOUND
STAGE 7

MILL SPACE 1
15,000 SF

SECURITY

SOUND
STAGE 10

43,493 SF

4 RV Spaces / 9 Truck Spaces

MILL SPACE 2
15,000 SF

4 RV Spaces / 9 Truck Spaces

SOUND
STAGE 9

MILL SPACE 3
15,000 SF

SOUND
STAGE 12

43,493 SF

4 RV Spaces / 9 Truck Spaces

SOUND
STAGE 6

43,493 SF

Outdoor
Dining

OFFICE BUILDING
102,000 SF
3 Floors

POST PRODUCTION &
RECORDING STUDIOS - 15,000 SF

SOUND
STAGE 5

RESTAURANT

SOUND
STAGE 11

SOUND
STAGE 14

43,493 SF

4 RV Spaces / 9 Truck Spaces

SOUND
STAGE 13

ADDITIONAL FILMING AREA A

E: info3@threeringstudios.com

